TRIVIA FACT SHEET
(FOR ULTIMATE GREEK CHALLENGE)

FAU History-
What year was FAU founded? A: 1961
What was FAU before it was a College? A: Military Base/ Army Airbase
What is the elementary school called on campus? A: A.D. Henderson
Who was President when FAU first opened? A: Lyndon B. Johnson
Who is the President of FAU currently? A: Mary Jane Saunders
Who was the founding President of FAU? A: Kenneth R. Williams

Pencils of Promise-
Who is the Founder/CEO of PoP? A: Adam Braun
What is PoP’s approach? A: Identify, Build, Support, Hire, Monitor
How much money does it take to build a classroom through PoP? A: $10,000
How much money does it take to build a classroom through PoP? A: $25,000
How many schools has PoP completed? A: 102
How many schools are in the process of being built? A: 12

Greek History and Facts-
Who were the first Greek organization/s on campus? A: ATO and AEPi
What are the Greek Honors Societies that we have on campus? A: Order of Omega & Fraternal Values Society
Who is the Director of Student Involvement and Leadership? A: Alicia Keating
Who is the Associate Director of SIL? A: David Bynes

What Greek Organization helped found MGC? A: Lambda Theta Alpha

How many Greek council’s are on campus and what are they? A: 4; NPHC, IFC, CPA, MGC

Name one Greek organization that was on FAU’s campus but is no longer? A: Alpha Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Mu, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Phi Sigma Sigma, Delta Gamma, Phi Mu, AOpi

Who are the Graduate Assistants in SIL? A: Tania Paini, Ashley Williams, Krystal Muckle & Helen Pferdehirt

Who are the Assistant Directors of SIL? A: Katie Burke and Keith Hembree

What does Pan-Hellenic mean? A: 1. of or relating to all the Greeks